
INSTALLATION AND SAFETYINSTRUCTIONSHC-134
nstructions of Assembly and Installation of the
Ambiance™Landscape Post.

Read and understand these instructions before installing
xture.

his fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the
National Electrical Code and local regulations.  To assure full
ompliance with local codes and regulations, check with your

ocal electrical inspector before installation.  To prevent 
lectrical shock, turn off electricity at fuse box before 
roceeding.

Retain these instructions for maintenance reference.

OOLS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION 
supplied by others)

.  (1) Philips screwdriver

.  Wire strippers

.  Silicone rubber sealant*
 Required only for mounting fixture to burial box

ollow instructions supplied with transformer for cable 
onnection.

1.  Break off one or two wireway knockouts on base.
2.  Attach cable to supply cable with (9380) connector 

included or attach one or two supply cables to socket
with wire nuts.

3.  Twist lock post and base together.
4.  Slide socket bracket into post so that the socket bracket is

level with top of post.
5.  Install shade or gasket onto post -- as shade or gasket is

installed, the socket will automatically slide down into post
to the correct height for optimum light output.

6.  Secure base to surface with screws (not supplied).

1.  Make trench for stake and cable in ground.
2.  Thread stake into fitting on bottom of post.
3.  Run a length of cable through stake, and attach cable to   

supply cable with (9380)
connector, or attach one or two supply cables to socket
with wire nuts.

4.  Slide socket bracket into post so that the socket bracket is
level with top of post.

5.  Install shade or gasket onto post -- as shade or gasket is
installed, the socket will automatically slide down into post
to the correct height for optimum light output.

6.  Insert stake into trench and tamp ground around stake to
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FIG. 2 GROUND MOUNT
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IMPORTANT

GROUND WIRE ON
POSTIS REQUIRED
TO BE USED ON 120V
SYSTEMS ONLY.
ATTACH TO GROUND
SUPPLYWIRE.
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